
 
 
CHALLENGE 
Under Armour has recently began developing and marketing soccer apparel and equipment. While the 
athletic territory is marked by large, long-lasting brands; UA has the opportunity to define their purpose 
and become a brand of choice for soccer players in the U.S.. 
 
MARKET SCOPE 
Over the past three years, the percentage of 6 to 12-year-olds playing soccer regularly has dropped 
nearly 14 percent, to 2.3 million players. However, High School women's soccer has seen an increase in 
participants over the last several years. Interest in the sport has seen recent spikes in the U.S. and is 
projected to continue.  
 
Women’s professional soccer has seen an increase in viewership and fandom - majorly contributed to the 
dominant performances from the USWNT. Professional female athletes have received more recognition 
and have begun to use their platform to talk about equality issues - which has motivated the next 
generation of athletes.  
 
TARGET AUDIENCE 
Sport-seeking females ages 7-17 and their parent(s)/guardians. Whether they are teens prepping for the 
state final, or young girls watching the U.S. team on T.V., they are motivated - either through their own 
actions, or through the actions of their icons. They have grown up in an age where equality has been a 
serious talking point and movement. They seek to do good through their activities and actions and see 
soccer as a place to do so. Their parents are supportive and hope to provide meaningful opportunities for 
their children to live out their dreams.  
 
TENSION/PROBLEM 
Brand: Under Armour lives in the shadows of the all-powerful Nike and Adidas. 
 
Consumer: Locally, women face inequality tirades in their personal and professional careers. Globally, 
women athletes aspire to defeat the U.S. giants.  
 
PROMISE 
For aspiring female athletes who hope to find their impact through sport, Under Armour provides a 
platform that empowers women to build their future.  
 
INSIGHT 
“I create and inspire through my actions on and off the field.” 
 
CREATIVE STRATEGY  
Animate a :60 spot to lead out the campaign which follows the story of David and Goliath. Gamify the 
spot, creating a mobile app for female soccer and eSport fans. Develop and implement social and 
radio/streaming spots into the full campaign.  
 
TONE/FEEL 

- Inspirational 
- Symbolic 
- Progressive 
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